The Blackbook of Relationships: The Only Book Youll Ever Need to
Form & Grow Extraordinary Relationships in Life

This book contains proven steps and
strategies on how to be in and deal with
relationships across various stages of your
life. Struggling to understand why your
high school relationship is going south?
Trying really hard to make your marriage
work but failing miserably at it? Whether
you are a newbie to romantic relationships
or a tired husband married for years, this
book might just be all that you need to get
your basics right. It is the quick crash
course you need in order to understand
how your relationships change, grow and
evolve over time. As you pass from one
phase of life to another, your relationship
does too. And this book is your perfectly
reliable guide on how to prepare for and
deal with these changes. If you want to
know what it takes for your relationship to
grow as you grow, this book is perhaps the
one thing you have to have read. In this
book, you will learn: 1. Guidelines on
what can and cannot work for you in your
high school relationship 2. How to make
sure the high school romance blossoms into
a relationship in college 3. What to keep in
mind when you are in a relationship in
college 4. What are the challenges in
marriage and how to keep your marriage
afloat in spite of those? 5. What makes
old age romances just as romantic?
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